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Abstract
Using the general form of the generalized Bethe-Salpeter wave functions for four-quark states
describing the meson-meson molecular structure given in our previous work, we obtain the general
formulas for the decay widths of molecular states composed of two vector mesons with arbitrary
spin and parity into two photons. Then this general formalism is applied to investigate the radiative
two-photon decay of the obeserved X (3915) state, where this exotic state X (3915) is considered
as a molecular state consisting of two heavy vector mesons D∗0D¯∗0. The numerical result of decay
mode X(3915)→ γγ is consistent with the experimental values.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In the framework of quantum chromodynamics (QCD), beyond quark-antiquark (qq¯)
state there should be the other internal structures, such as tetraquark state and molecular
state, etc, which have been used to interpret the exotic mesons [1–6]. It is the most reasonable
and fascinating to study the structure of exotic meson from QCD. In our previous works [7–
9], we have carefully investigated the molecular state composed of two vector mesons as far
as possible from QCD and obtained the general form of generalized Bethe-Salpeter (GBS)
wave functions of molecular states as four-quark states. This GBS wave function for four-
quark state was applied to evaluate the strong decay width of molecular state composed of
two heavy vector mesons into a heavy meson plus a light meson in Ref [9], while the radiative
decay of molecular state has still not been investigated. In this paper, we will emphatically
investigate the two-photon decay of the molecular state composed of two vector mesons.
Different from the previous works [1–3] about the hadronic molecule states, in our ap-
proach the vector mesons in molecular state are considered as the bound states composed
of a quark and an antiquark. Because of the spontaneous breaking of chiral symmetry, the
effective interaction Lagrangian at low energy QCD can be regarded as the Lagrangian for
the interaction of light mesons with quarks. According to the effective theory at low energy
QCD, we can investigate the exchanged meson interaction with the quarks in the vector
meson and obtain the interaction kernel between two vector mesons. Solving the Bethe-
Salpeter (BS) equation, we obtained the masses and BS wave functions of molecular states
composed of two vector mesons [7, 8]. From the molecule state model, we gave the GBS
wave function for four-quark state [9]. The GBS wave function derived from QCD is an
essential prerequisite to accurately calculate the decay width of molecular state containing
the strong and radiative decays.
When investigating the radiative decay of molecular state composed of two vector
mesons, we still consider the internal structure of these vector mesons and the decay in-
teraction is derived from the photon interaction with the quarks in these vector mesons.
The photon-quark interaction can be described by the exact interaction Lagrangian LI =
in
3
eq¯γµqAµ, where the value of n is determined by the flavor of quark field. In this work,
we investigate the radiative two-photon decay of the molecular state and the lowest order
approximation of this decay mode is the second order S-matrix element. Finally, considering
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this radiative decay interaction and using the GBS wave function, we can obtain the general
formulas for the matrix elements of charge current between four-quark state and vacuum
and evaluate the two-photon decay width of molecular state.
Then this approach is used to investigate a significant process: the radiative two-photon
decay of X (3915) [10, 11]. The experimental data of X (3915), once named Y (3940), intro-
duces a new challenge to the ordinary cc¯ charmonium interpretation [12, 13]. We assume
that this exotic meson X (3915) is a molecular state composed of two heavy vector mesons
D∗0D¯∗0 and evaluate the matrix elements between four-quark state and vacuum and the
radiative decay width without an extra parameter. From QCD, we comprehensively and
systematically analyze the radiative two-photon decay of the molecular state composed of
two heavy vector mesons and the calculated decay width Γ(X(3915)→ γγ) is consistent with
the experimental values, which provides a further verification for the molecular hypothesis
of X (3915). The Bethe-Salpeter theory is a relativistic theory for the two-body bound state
in quantum field theory and our approach is an generalization of the BS theory, so our
approach is in fact a nonperturbative method which can be applied to investigate arbitrary
meson-meson molecular structure.
The structure of this article is as follows. In Sec. II the GBS wave function of molecular
state as a four-quark state is given. Section III gives the general formulas for the matrix
elements of charge current between four-quark state and vacuum. In Sec. IV our approach
is used to investigate the decay mode X(3915)→ γγ and this decay width is calculated. Our
numerical result is presented in Sec. V and we make some concluding remarks in Sec. VI.
II. GBS WAVE FUNCTION FOR FOUR-QUARK STATE
If a bound state with spin j and parity ηP is composed of four quarks, its GBS wave
function can be defined as [9]
χjP (x1, x3, x4, x2) = 〈0|TQ
C(x1)Q¯
A(x3)Q
B(x4)Q¯
D(x2)|P 〉, (1)
where P is the momentum of the four-quark bound state, Q is the quark operator and its
superscript is a flavor label. From translational invariance, this GBS wave function can be
written as
χjP (x1, x3, x4, x2) =
1
(2π)3/2
1√
2E(P )
eiP ·XχjP (X
′, x, x′), (2)
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where E(p) =
√
p2 +m2, X = η1(η
′′
1x1+η
′′
3x3)+η2(η
′′
4x4+η
′′
2x2), X
′ = (η′′1x1+η
′′
3x3)−(η
′′
4x4+
η′′2x2), x = x1−x3, x
′ = x2−x4, η1+η2 = 1, η′′1,3 = mC,A/(mC+mA), η
′′
2,4 = mD,B/(mD+mB)
and mA,B,C,D are the quark masses. Then making the Fourier transformation, we obtain the
GBS wave function of four-quark bound state in the momentum representation
χjP (p1, p3, p4, p2) =
∫
d4x1d
4x3d
4x4d
4x2χ
j
P (x1, x3, x4, x2)e
−ip1·x1e−ip3·x3e−ip4·x4e−ip2·x2
=
1
(2π)3/2
1√
2E(P )
(2π)4δ(4)(P − p1 − p3 − p4 − p2)χ
j(P, p, k, k′),
(3)
where p1, p3, p4, p2 are the momenta carried by the fields QC , Q¯A, QB, Q¯D; p, k, k′ are the
conjugate variables toX ′, x, x′, respectively; and p = η2(p1+p3)−η1(p4+p2), k = η′′3p1−η
′′
1p3,
k′ = η′′4p2−η
′′
2p4. In the hadronic molecule structure, p is the relative momentum between two
mesons in molecular state, k and k′ are the relative momenta between quark and antiquark
in these two mesons, respectively, shown as in Fig. 1. This work is aimed to investigate the
molecular state composed of two vector mesons. In Fig. 1, V represents the vector meson
with mass M1 and V¯ ′ represents the anti-particle of vector meson V
′ with mass M2, MS
represents the vector-vector molecular state.
P
'V
V
j (P,p)
(p2',k')
(p1',k)
p2= 2''p2'+k'
p4= 4''p2'-k'
p1= 1''p1'+k
p3= 3''p1'-k
p2'= P-p
p1'= P+p
MS
FIG. 1: Generalized Bethe-Salpeter wave function for four-quark state in the momentum represen-
tation. The solid lines denote quark propagators; and the unfilled ellipses represent Bethe-Salpeter
amplitudes.
In Fig. 1, there are three two-body systems in molecular state: a meson-meson bound
state and two quark-antiquark bound states. We define the BS wave functions of these
two-body systems as χjP (p
′
1, p
′
2), χp′1(p1, p3), χp′2(p4, p2), respectively. According to the BS
theory, the BS wave function for the bound state of two vector mesons has the form
χjP (p
′
1, p
′
2)λτ =
1
(2π)3/2
1√
2E(P )
(2π)4δ(4)(P − p′1 − p
′
2)χ
j
λτ (P, p), (4)
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and the BS wave functions of two vector mesons are
χp′
1
(p1, p3)λ =
1
(2π)3/2
1√
2E(p′1)
(2π)4δ(4)(p′1 − p1 − p3)χλ(p
′
1, k), (5)
χp′
2
(p4, p2)τ =
1
(2π)3/2
1√
2E(p′2)
(2π)4δ(4)(p′2 − p4 − p2)χτ (p
′
2, k
′), (6)
where p′1 and p
′
2 are the momenta of two vector mesons, respectively, p
′
1 = η1P + p, p
′
2 =
η2P − p and η1,2 = M1,2/(M1 +M2). Applying the Feynman rules and comparing with Eq.
(3), we obtain the GBS wave function for four-quark state describing the molecular state
composed of two vector mesons with arbitrary spin and definite parity [9]
χj(P, p, k, k′) = (2π)8χλ(p
′
1, k)χ
j
λτ (P, p)χτ(p
′
2, k
′). (7)
In Ref. [7], we have given the general form of the BS wave functions for the bound states
composed of two massive vector fields with spin j and parity ηP , for ηP = (−1)
j,
χj=0λτ (P, p) =
1
N j
(T 1λτφ1 + T
2
λτφ2), (8)
χj 6=0λτ (P, p) =
1
N j
ηµ1···µj [pµ1 · · · pµj (T
1
λτφ1 + T
2
λτφ2) + T
3
λτφ3 + T
4
λτφ4], (9)
and, for ηP = (−1)j+1,
χj=0λτ (P, p) =
1
N j
ǫλτξζpξPζψ1, (10)
χj 6=0λτ (P, p) =
1
N j
ηµ1···µj (pµ1 · · · pµjǫλτξζpξPζψ1 + T
5
λτψ2 + T
6
λτψ3 + T
7
λτψ4 + T
8
λτψ5), (11)
where N j is the normalization, ηµ1···µj is the polarization tensor describing the spin of the
bound state, the subscripts λ and τ are derived from these two vector fields, the independent
tensor structures T iλτ are given in Appendix A, φi(P · p, p
2) and ψi(P · p, p2) are independent
scalar functions. For the vector mesons, the authors of Ref. [14–17] have obtained their BS
amplitudes in Euclidean space [16, 17]:
ΓVλ (p
′
1; k) =
1
N V
(
γλ + p
′
1λ
γ · p′1
M2V
)
ϕV (k
2),
ΓV¯
′
τ (p
′
2; k
′) =
1
N V¯ ′
(
γτ + p
′
2τ
γ · p′2
M2
V¯ ′
)
ϕV¯ ′(k
′2),
(12)
where ΓVλ (p
′
1; k) and Γ
V¯ ′
τ (p
′
2; k
′) are transverse (p′1λΓ
V
λ (p
′
1; k) = p
′
2τΓ
V¯ ′
τ (p
′
2; k
′) = 0), N V and
N V¯
′
are the normalizations, ϕV (k
2) and ϕV¯ (k
2) are scalar functions fixed by providing fits
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to the observables. The BS wave functions of vector mesons are [18]
χλ(p
′
1, k) =
−i
γC · p1 − imC
1
N V
(
γλ + p
′
1λ
γ · p′1
M2V
)
ϕV (k
2)
−i
γA · p3 − imA
,
χτ (p
′
2, k
′) =
−i
γB · p4 − imB
1
N V¯ ′
(
γτ + p
′
2τ
γ · p′2
M2
V¯ ′
)
ϕV¯ ′(k
′2)
−i
γD · p2 − imD
.
(13)
III. GENERAL MATRIX ELEMENT BETWEEN FOUR-QUARK STATE AND
VACUUM
Because of the internal structure of the vector mesons in molecular state, we investigate
the photon interaction with the quarks in vector mesons and consider that the quarks in a
vector meson have different flavors in this work. The interaction Lagrangian for the coupling
of the quarks to photon is
LI(xi) = i
n
3
eQ¯(xi)γµQ(xi)Aµ(xi) + i
n′
3
eQ¯′(xi)γµQ
′(xi)Aµ(xi), (14)
where e is the electron charge, e
2
4pi
= 1
137
, the factors n and n′ are determined by the flavor
of quark, Q and Q′ represent the quark field operators with different flavors. In Fig. 2
the radiative two-photon decay of the molecular state is shown. The second order S-matrix
element between molecular state and two photons can be obtained
〈γγ|S(2)|MS〉 =
(−i)2
2!
∫
d4xi
∫
d4xj〈γγ|THI(xi)HI(xj)|MS〉, (15)
and the lowest order transition matrix element for the radiative two-photon decay of the
molecular state composed of two vector mesons is
〈γγ|S(2)|MS〉 =nn′
(
e
3
)2 ∫
d4xi
∫
d4xj
× 〈γγ|T Q¯(xi)γµQ(xi)Aµ(xi)Q¯
′(xj)γνQ
′(xj)Aν(xj)|MS〉,
(16)
where the factor 1
2!
in Eq. (15) has been cancelled after integration over xi and xj . According
to the S-matrix theory, we obtain
〈γγ|S(2)|MS〉 =nn′
(
e
3
)2 ∫
d4xid
4xj
×
1
(2π)3/2
1√
2|Q′|
εκ
′∗
µ (Q
′)e−iQ
′·xi
1
(2π)3/2
1√
2|Q|
εκ∗ν (Q)e
−iQ·xj
× 〈0|T Q¯(xi)γµQ(xi)Q¯
′(xj)γνQ
′(xj)|P 〉,
(17)
6
x2
x4
x3
x1
MS
'V
 
 xj
xi
V
FIG. 2: General matrix element of charge current between four-quark state and vacuum in the
coordinate representation. The filled ellipse represents the irreducible part of Green’s function.
where Q and Q′ are the momenta of two photons in the final state, Q = (Q, i|Q|), Q =
(Q′, i|Q′|), εκ=1,2ν (Q) and ε
κ′=1,2
µ (Q
′) are their polarization vectors, respectively.
Then the charge current in Eq. (17) is Jµ(xi)Jν(xj) = Q¯(xi)γµQ(xi)Q¯′(xj)γνQ′(xj). Ap-
plying Mandelstam’s approach in quantum field theory [19], we obtain the general formulas
for the matrix elements of charge current JµJν between four-quark state and vacuum
〈0|TJµ(xi)Jν(xj)|P 〉 =
∫
d4x1d
4x3d
4x4d
4x2T (xi, xj; x1, x3, x4, x2)χ
j
P (x1, x3, x4, x2), (18)
where T (xi, xj ; x1, x3, x4, x2) is the irreducible part of Green’s function, shown as in Fig. 2.
It is straightforward to derive the two-particle irreducible Green’s function
T (xi, xj ; x1, x3, x4, x2) =〈0|T Q¯(xi)γµQ(xi)Q¯
′(xj)γνQ
′(xj)
× Q¯C(x1)Q
A(x3)Q¯
B(x4)Q
D(x2)|0〉T .
(19)
Since the electromagnetic interaction does not change the quark flavor, we obtain
T (xi, xj ; x1, x3, x4, x2) =〈0|T Q¯A(xi)γ
A
µQ
A(xi)Q¯
C(xj)γ
C
ν Q
C(xj)
× Q¯C(x1)Q
A(x3)Q¯
A(x4)Q
C(x2)|0〉T ,
(20)
which can be calculated by means of perturbation theory. The lowest order term in the
expansion of the right-hand side of Eq. (20) is shown as Fig. 3 and the lowest order value
of T (xi, xj ; x1, x3, x4, x2) is
T0(xi, xj; x1, x3, x4, x2) = δ
(4)(x3 − xi)γ
A
µ δ
(4)(xi − x4)δ
(4)(x2 − xj)γ
C
ν δ
(4)(xj − x1). (21)
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Substituting Eq. (21) into (18), we obtain the lowest order matrix elements of JµJν between
four-quark state and vacuum
〈0|TJµ(xi)Jν(xj)|P 〉 =
∫
d4x1d
4x3d
4x4d
4x2δ
(4)(x3 − xi)γ
A
µ δ
(4)(xi − x4)
× δ(4)(x2 − xj)γ
C
ν δ
(4)(xj − x1)χ
j
P (x1, x3, x4, x2)
=γAµ γ
C
ν χ
j
P (xj , xi, xi, xj).
(22)
From Eq. (3), the result (22) can be transformed to
〈0|TJµ(xi)Jν(xj)|P 〉 =
1
(2π)16
∫
d4p1d
4p3d
4p4d
4p2γ
A
µ γ
C
ν
× χjP (p1, p3, p4, p2)e
ip1·xjeip3·xieip4·xieip2·xj
=
1
(2π)12
1
(2π)3/2
1√
2E(P )
∫
d4p1d
4p3d
4p4d
4p2γ
A
µ γ
C
ν
× δ(4)(P − p1 − p3 − p4 − p2)χ
j(P, p, k, k′)ei(p1+p2)·xjei(p3+p4)·xi,
(23)
where χj(P, p, k, k′) is the GBS wave function for four-quark state expressed as Eq. (7),
p1 = η
′′
1(η1P + p) + k, p2 = (η2P − p) − [P − Q − η
′′
3(η1P + p) + k], p3 = η
′′
3(η1P + p) − k,
p4 = P −Q− η′′3(η1P + p) + k and k
′ = η′′4(η2P − p)− [P −Q− η
′′
3(η1P + p) + k].
x2
x4
x3
xj
x1
xi
FIG. 3: The lowest order term of the two-particle irreducible Green’s function.
Using the matrix elements of JµJν between four-quark state and vacuum in Eq. (23),
we can obtain the computable form of the S-matrix element between molecular state and
two photons in the momentum representation
〈γγ|S(2)|MS〉 =nn′
(
e
3
)2
1
(2π)3/2
1√
2|Q′|
1√
2|Q|
1√
2E(P )
1
(2π)3
εκ
′∗
µ (Q
′)εκ∗ν (Q)
× (2π)4δ(4)(P −Q−Q′)
∫
d4kd4p
1
(2π)8
γAµ γ
C
ν χ
j(P, p, k, k′).
(24)
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This matrix element is represented graphically in Fig. 4. It is necessary to note that the
two-photon decay of a molecular state has two possibilities by the interchange of two final
photons and we find that the matrix element in Eq. (24) is invariant under the substitutions
Q ⇀↽ Q′ and εκ(Q) ⇀↽ εκ
′
(Q′). Therefore, the total matrix element for the radiative two-
photon decay of the molecular state composed of two vector mesons is
〈γγ|S(2)tot |MS〉 = 2〈γγ|S
(2)|MS〉. (25)
xj
 
 
P
Q
'Q
xi
'V
V
j (P,p)(p2',k')
(p1',k)
p2
p4
p1
p3
p2'
p1'
MS
FIG. 4: The lowest order matrix element between four-quark state and vacuum in the momentum
representation.
IV. THE DECAY MODE X(3915) → γγ
As an application, we investigate the radiative two-photon decay of X(3915) in this
section. Here, the exotic state X(3915), once named Y (3940), is considered as a S-wave
molecule state consisting of two heavy vector mesons D∗0 and D¯∗0. In Ref. [7] we have
obtained the mass and BS wave function of this molecular state and deduced that the spin-
parity quantum numbers of the X(3915) system are 0+. In Fig. 4, V and V¯ ′ become D∗0 and
D¯∗0, respectively. The heavy vector meson D∗0 in molecular state is composed of a heavy
quark c and a light antiquark u¯, and the factors in coupling constants become n = n′ = 2.
In Eqs. (13) and (24), the flavor labels A = B and C = D represent u-quark and c-quark,
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respectively. Then the matrix element for this decay process becomes
〈γγ|S(2)tot |X(3915)〉 =2
(
2e
3
)2
1
(2π)3/2
1√
2|Q′|
1√
2|Q|
1√
2E(P )
1
(2π)3
εκ
′∗
µ (Q
′)εκ∗ν (Q)
× (2π)4δ(4)(P −Q−Q′)
∫
d4kd4p
1
(2π)8
γAµ γ
C
ν χ
j(P, p, k, k′).
(26)
The GBS wave function for four-quark state is
χj=0(P, p, k, k′)
= (2π)8χλ(p
′
1, k)χ
0+
λτ (P, p)χτ (p
′
2, k
′)
= (2π)8
−i
γC · p1 − imc
1
ND∗0
(
γλ + p
′
1λ
γ · p′1
M2D∗0
)
ϕD∗0(k
2)
−i
γA · p3 − imu
1
N 0+
(T 1λτF1 + T
2
λτF2)
×
−i
γA · p4 − imu
1
N D¯∗0
(
γτ + p
′
2τ
γ · p′2
M2
D¯∗0
)
ϕD¯∗0(k
′2)
−i
γC · p2 − imc
,
(27)
where mc,u are the constituent quark masses, ϕD∗0(k
2) = ϕD¯∗0(k
2) = exp(−k2/ω2D∗0),
ωD∗0=1.50GeV [17] and the momentum of this bound state is set as P = (0, 0, 0, iM) in
the rest frame. As in heavy-quark effective theory (HQET) [20], we consider that the heav-
iest quark carries all the heavy-meson momentum and these momenta in Eq. (23) become
p1 = P/2 + p+ k, p2 = Q− P/2− p− k, p3 = −k, p4 = −k
′,
p′1 = P/2 + p, p
′
2 = P/2− p, k
′ = Q− P − k.
(28)
Now, we determine these normalizations N 0
+
and ND
∗0
. In Ref. [7] the BS equa-
tion for the molecular state composed of two heavy vector mesons is treated in the ladder
approximation and the BS wave function of the molecular state D∗0D¯∗0 with 0+ is obtained
χ0
+
λτ (P, p) =
1
N 0+
[T 1λτF1(P · p, p
2) + T 2λτF2(P · p, p
2)]. (29)
The reduced normalization condition for χ0
+
λτ (P, p) is
−i
(2π)4
∫
d4pχ¯λτ (P, p)
∂
∂P0
[∆Fλλ′(P/2 + p)
−1∆Fττ ′(P/2− p)
−1]χλ′τ ′(P, p) = 2P0, (30)
where ∆Fβα′(p)
−1 is the inverse propagator for the vector field with mass m, ∆Fβα′(p)
−1 =
i(δβα′ −
pβpα′
p2+m2
)(p2+m2) [9]. These scalar functions F1 and F2 should satisfy two individual
equations [7]
F1(P ·p, p
2) =
1
(P/2 + p)2 +M21 − iǫ
1
(P/2− p)2 +M22 − iǫ
∫
d4q′
(2π)4
V1(p, q
′;P )F1(P ·q
′, q′2),
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(P/2− p)2F2(P · p, p
2) =
1
(P/2 + p)2 +M21 − iǫ
1
(P/2− p)2 +M22 − iǫ
×
∫
d4q′
(2π)4
V2(p, q
′;P )(P/2− q′)2F2(P · q
′, q′2),
where V1(p, q
′;P ) and V2(p, q
′;P ) are derived from the interaction kernel between D∗0D¯∗0.
Solving these two equations in instantaneous approximation, we obtained the wave functions
Ψ0
+
1 (p) =
∫
dp0F1(P · p, p
2) and Ψ0
+
2 (p) =
∫
dp0(P/2 − p)
2F2(P · p, p
2) in Ref. [7]. To fix
the normalization N 0
+
, we require the scalar functions F1 and F2, which can be obtained
from Ψ0
+
1 and Ψ
0+
2 , respectively. From Eq. (13), the BS wave function of D
∗0 meson can be
written as
χλ(K, k) =
−i
γ · (K + k)− imc
1
ND∗0
(
γλ +Kλ
γ ·K
M2D∗0
)
ϕD∗0(k
2)
−i
γ · (−k)− imu
, (31)
where K is set as the momentum of the heavy meson in the rest frame, k denotes the relative
momentum between c-quark and u-antiquark, k and K are not the momenta presented in
the decay process. The authors of Refs. [16, 17] also employed the ladder approximation to
solve the BS equation for quark-antiquark state, and the reduced normalization condition
for the BS wave function of D∗0 meson given by Eq. (31) is
−i
(2π)4
1
3
∫
d4kχ¯λ(K, k)
∂
∂K0
[S(K + k)−1]S(−k)−1χλ(K, k) = 2K0, (32)
where the factor 1/3 appears because of the sum of three transverse directions.
Then the lowest order transition matrix element for the radiative two-photon decay of
X(3915) expressed as Eq. (26) can be calculated
〈γγ|S(2)tot |X(3915)〉 =2
(
2e
3
)2
1
(2π)3/2
1√
2|Q′|
1√
2|Q|
1√
2E(P )
×
1
(2π)3
εκ
′∗
µ (Q
′)εκ∗ν (Q)(2π)
4δ(4)(P −Q−Q′)Mνµ,
(33)
where
Mνµ =
∫
d4kd4p
1
p21 +m
2
c
1
ND∗0
ϕD∗0(k
2)
k2 +m2u
1
N D¯∗0
ϕD¯∗0(k
′2)
k′2 +m2u
1
p22 +m
2
c
1
N 0+
× Tr
{
γν [γ · p1 + imc]{[(p
′
1 · p
′
2)γτ − (γ · p
′
2)p
′
1τ ]φ1(p)
+ [p′21 p
′2
2 γτ + (p
′
1 · p
′
2)(γ · p
′
1)p
′
2τ − p
′2
2 (γ · p
′
1)p
′
1τ − p
′2
1 (γ · p
′
2)p
′
2τ ]φ2(p)}
× [γ · (−k) + imu]γµ[γ · (−k
′) + imu]γτ [γ · p2 + imc]
}
.
(34)
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In Eq. (34) the trace of the product of 8 γ-matrices contains 105 terms and the resulting
expression has been given in Appendix B of Ref. [9]. In our approach, the p integral is
computed in instantaneous approximation. To calculate this tensor Mνµ, we have given a
simple method in Ref. [9]. It is obvious that the tensor Mνµ only depends on P and Q, so
in Minkowski space Mνµ can be expressed as
Mνµ = gνµf1(P,Q) + PνQµf2(P,Q) + PνPµf3(P,Q) +QνPµf4(P,Q) +QνQµf5(P,Q),
(35)
where fi(P,Q) are the scalar functions. The above expression is multiplied by these tensor
structures gνµ, PνQµ, PνPµ, QνPµ, QνQµ, respectively; and a set of equations is obtained
gνµMνµ = h1 = 4f1 + (P ·Q)f2 + P
2f3 + (P ·Q)f4 +Q
2f5,
PνQµMνµ = h2 = (P ·Q)f1 + P
2Q2f2 + P
2(P ·Q)f3 + (P ·Q)
2f4 +Q
2(P ·Q)f5,
PνPµMνµ = h3 = P
2f1 + P
2(P ·Q)f2 + P
2P 2f3 + P
2(P ·Q)f4 + (P ·Q)
2f5,
QνPµMνµ = h4 = (P ·Q)f1 + (P ·Q)
2f2 + P
2(P ·Q)f3 +Q
2P 2f4 +Q
2(P ·Q)f5,
QνQµMνµ = h5 = Q
2f1 +Q
2(P ·Q)f2 + (P ·Q)
2f3 +Q
2(P ·Q)f4 +Q
2Q2f5,
(36)
where hi are numbers. Subsequently, we numerically calculate hi and solve this set of
equations. The values of fi can be obtained.
Finally, we obtain the X(3915)→ γγ decay width
Γ =
∫
d3Qd3Q′(2π)4δ(4)(P −Q−Q′)4
(
2e
3
)4
1
2|Q′|
1
2|Q|
1
2E(P )
1
(2π)6
×
2∑
κ′=1
2∑
κ=1
|εκ
′
µ (Q
′)εκν(Q)Mνµ|
2
=
1
π
(
2e
3
)4
1
M
f ∗1 f1,
(37)
where P = (0, 0, 0, iM), Q = (Qγ , i|Qγ|), Q
′ = (−Qγ, i|Qγ |), and |Qγ| = M/2. To derive
Eq. (37), we have used the transverse condition of electromagnetic field εκ(Q) · Q = 0 and
the completeness relation.
V. NUMERICAL RESULT
The constituent quark masses mu = 0.33GeV, mc = 1.55GeV, the meson mass MD∗0 =
2.007GeV [21]. Our numerical result for the radiative two-photon decay of the exotic state
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X(3915) is Γ(X(3915) → γγ) = 36keV. The strong decay width of the X state has been
calculated in our previous work [9], and the result is Γ(X(3915) → J/ψω) = 66MeV. The
value of the product of these two calculated decay widths, Γ(X → γγ) × Γ(X → J/ψω), is
compatible with the experimental data. In experiments [10, 11], the product of the strong
X(3915)→ J/ψω and radiative X(3915)→ γγ decay widths is of order 103keV2.
To investigate the radiative decay of molecular state, we consider the photon interaction
with the quarks, which can be described by the exact interaction Lagrangian. The only
parameter ωD∗0 in the BS amplitude of heavy vector meson is not an adjustable parameter,
which is determined by providing fits to observables. By doing the numerical calculation, we
obtain the decay width Γ(X(3915)→ γγ) within the range of experimental value. Therefore,
this work provides a further verification for the molecular hypothesis of X (3915) and predicts
the exact value of the radiative two-photon decay width Γ(X(3915)→ γγ).
Up to now, a systematical and accurate theoretical approach from QCD to investigate
the molecular state composed of two heavy vector mesons has been established. Applying
the general form of the Bethe-Salpeter wave functions for the bound states composed of two
vector fields, we calculated the mass of the molecular state D∗0D¯∗0 with 0+ and obtained
its BS wave function [7]. Then using the general form of the GBS wave functions for
four-quark states describing the meson-meson molecular structure, we calculated the strong
X(3915) → J/ψω decay width [9]. In this work, we investigate the radiative two-photon
decay of the molecular state.
VI. CONCLUSION
The general form of the GBS wave functions for four-quark states describing the molec-
ular structure is applied to investigate the radiative two-photon decay of the molecular state
composed of two vector mesons and the general formulas for the two-photon decay widths
of molecular states is obtained. Then assuming that the exotic state X (3915) is a molecular
state of D∗0D¯∗0, we carefully consider the internal structure of the vector mesons in molec-
ular state and numerically calculate the decay width Γ(X(3915)→ γγ), which is compatible
with experiments. From QCD, we have systematically investigated the strong and radiative
decay modes of the molecular state composed of two heavy vector mesons. In the future, to
contain more inspiration of QCD, we will introduce the nonperturbative contribution from
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the vacuum condensates into the GBS wave function for four-quark state and the irreducible
part of Green’s function.
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Appendix A: The tensor structures in the general form of the BS wave functions
The tensor structures in Eqs. (8), (9), (10), (11) are given below [7]
T 1λτ = (η1η2P
2 − η1P · p+ η2P · p− p
2)gλτ − (η1η2PλPτ + η2Pλpτ − η1pλPτ − pλpτ ),
T 2λτ =(η
2
1P
2 + 2η1P · p+ p
2)(η22P
2 − 2η2P · p+ p
2)gλτ
+ (η1η2P
2 − η1P · p+ η2P · p− p
2)(η1η2PλPτ − η1Pλpτ + η2pλPτ − pλpτ )
− (η22P
2 − 2η2P · p + p
2)(η21PλPτ + η1Pλpτ + η1pλPτ + pλpτ )
− (η21P
2 + 2η1P · p+ p
2)(η22PλPτ − η2Pλpτ − η2pλPτ + pλpτ ),
T 3λτ =
1
j!
p{µ2 · · · pµjgµ1}λ(η
2
1P
2 + 2η1P · p+ p
2)[(η22P
2 − 2η2P · p + p
2)(η1P + p)τ
− (η1η2P
2 − η1P · p+ η2P · p− p
2)(η2P − p)τ ]
− pµ1 · · · pµj [(η
2
2P
2 − 2η2P · p+ p
2)(η21PλPτ + η1Pλpτ + η1pλPτ + pλpτ )
− (η1η2P
2 − η1P · p+ η2P · p− p
2)(η1η2PλPτ − η1Pλpτ + η2pλPτ − pλpτ )],
T 4λτ =
1
j!
p{µ2 · · · pµjgµ1}τ (η
2
2P
2 − 2η2P · p+ p
2)[(η1η2P
2 − η1P · p
+ η2P · p− p
2)(η1P + p)λ − (η
2
1P
2 + 2η1P · p+ p
2)(η2P − p)λ]
− pµ1 · · · pµj [(η
2
1P
2 + 2η1P · p+ p
2)(η22PλPτ − η2Pλpτ − η2pλPτ + pλpτ )
− (η1η2P
2 − η1P · p+ η2P · p− p
2)(η1η2PλPτ − η1Pλpτ + η2pλPτ − pλpτ )],
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T 5λτ =(η2P · p− η1P · p− 2p
2)p{µ2 · · · pµjǫµ1}λτξpξ
+ (2η1η2P · p+ η2p
2 − η1p
2)p{µ2 · · · pµjǫµ1}λτξPξ
+ p{µ2 · · · pµjǫµ1}λξζpξPζpτ + p{µ2 · · · pµjǫµ1}τξζpξPζpλ,
T 6λτ =(P · p)p{µ2 · · · pµjǫµ1}λτξpξ − p
2p{µ2 · · ·pµjǫµ1}λτξPξ
+ p{µ2 · · · pµjǫµ1}λξζpξPζpτ − p{µ2 · · · pµjǫµ1}τξζpξPζpλ,
T 7λτ =(η2P
2 − η1P
2 − 2P · p)p{µ2 · · · pµjǫµ1}λτξpξ
+ (2η1η2P
2 + η2P · p− η1P · p)p{µ2 · · ·pµjǫµ1}λτξPξ
+ p{µ2 · · · pµjǫµ1}λξζpξPζPτ + p{µ2 · · · pµjǫµ1}τξζpξPζPλ,
T 8λτ =P
2p{µ2 · · · pµjǫµ1}λτξpξ − (P · p)p{µ2 · · · pµjǫµ1}λτξPξ
+ p{µ2 · · · pµjǫµ1}λξζpξPζPτ − p{µ2 · · · pµjǫµ1}τξζpξPζPλ.
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